VENKA VOJO TROPHY 2020
ICC (International Cocktail Competition)
30.1.2020, Exhibition and Convention Centre, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Rules
1. Bartender’s Choice Competition – Fancy drink - ICC
1. The competition will be held on Thursday, 30. January 2020, beginning at 14.00. hours - Exhibition
and Convention Centre, Ljubljana Hall 2 - GR Ljubljana;
2. Ingredients: Required use of at least 3.0 cl of a Spirit drink based on the company VENKA VOJO https://venkavojo.si/ - (also a combination of several) made available by the sponsor of the
3. VENKA VOJO Competition;
 Tiki Lovers White rum
 Vodka Moskovskaya
 Gin Crespo
 Bitter herbal liqueur Gorki list
4. Other ingredients are free from restrictions on the number of ingredients.
5. The use of open flames is not permitted except for a caramelizing burner.
6. The competitor uses his inventory and his own glasses, only glass jars are allowed. The cocktail is
served exclusively in a glass of your choice. All elements (decoration) in the form, baskets, trays,
racks, boxes, etc… will be removed by the jury before evaluation and will not be taken into account
in the cocktail evaluation.
7. Prepare 5 (five) mixed bar drinks.
8. The cocktail time is 7 minutes.
9. The time to prepare the decoration is 15 minutes.
10. The competitor appears in the work uniform of the company or which he represents-represents or
guild uniform.
11. During the competition and in the competition, the competitor must wear the sponsor's
characteristics, the competition which he receives before the start of the competition.
2. Evaluation:
1. The expert panel shall evaluate the appearance, aroma, taste and overall impression of the
cocktail as well as the expert.
2. Preparation of a cocktail, which is considered to be the total score of the cocktail (1st, 2nd,
3rd place).
3. The prize for professional work, belongs to the bartender-competitor who scores the
highest number of points in the evaluation of professional preparation of a cocktail.
4. The ICC Winner of the category is the Competitor, with the highest number of points
scored in the cocktail and professional evaluation.
5. The results of the competition are final. In the event of a contestant's complaint, he / she
must submit in writing, with arguments, (evidence) no later than 15 minutes after the
competition ends, to the chairman of the jury, who will review and discuss it with the
members of the jury, and inform the contestant of the appeal.
I wish you a "Good mix!"
Aleš Ogrin, DBS President Vrhnika Competition, 8.1.2020

VENKA VOJO TROPHY 2020
30.1.2020, Exhibition and Convention Centre, Ljubljana
1. 29. NCC & ICC Mocktails -Non-alcoholic Cocktails
1. The competition will take place on Thursday, 30. January 2020, beginning at 10 am Exhibition and Convention Centre, Ljubljana Hall 2 - GR Ljubljana;
2. Ingredients: Mandatory use of a minimum of 2.0 cl of Gin or Rum flavored nonalcoholic drink provided by the sponsor of the VENKA VOJO Competition;



or Ginish ISH
or Rumish ISH
and
 minimum 10,0 cl natural carbonated mineral water Radenska mineral water (provided by
the organizer of the competition).
3. All other non-alcoholic beverages (only non-alcoholic beverages from the program are allowed
DBS Pool companies (Venka Vojo, Radenska, Fructal, Fabbri, Monin, Fetimans, Merit HP),
the competitor provides for himself.
4. In addition, the use of Truth Bitter in the form of droplet-dash is permitted.
5. A maximum of 6 drinks or ingredients may be used to create a cocktail.
6. The use of open flames is not permitted except for a caramelizing burner;
7. The competitor uses his inventory and his own glasses, only glass jars are allowed. The cocktail is
served exclusively in a glass of your choice. All elements (decoration) in the form, baskets, trays,
racks, boxes, etc… will be removed by the jury before evaluation and will not be taken into
account in the cocktail evaluation.
8. Prepare 5 (five) mixed bar drinks.
9. The cocktail time is 7 minutes.
10. The time to prepare the decoration is 15 minutes.
11. The competitor appears in the work uniform of the company or which he/she represents-represents
or guild uniform.
12. During the competition and in the competition, the competitor must wear the sponsor's
characteristics, the competition which he receives before the start of the competition.
2. Evaluation:
1. The expert panel shall evaluate the appearance, aroma, taste and overall impression of the cocktail
as well as the expert.
2. Preparation of a cocktail, which is considered to be the total score of the cocktail (1st, 2nd, 3rd place)
3. The prize for professional work, belongs to the bartender-competitor who scores the highest number
of points in the evaluation of professional preparation of a cocktail.
4. The ICC Winner of the category is the Competitor, with the highest number of points scored in the
cocktail and professional evaluation.
5. The title of Nnational Champion in the category, won by the competitor with the highest number of
points scored in the evaluation of cocktail and professional work and is a member of the Slovenian
Bartenders Association.
6. The results of the competition are final. In the event of a contestant's complaint, he / she must
submit in writing, with arguments, (evidence) no later than 15 minutes after the competition ends, to
the chairman of the jury, who will review and discuss it with the members of the jury, and inform
the contestant of the appeal.
I wish you a "Good mix!"
Aleš Ogrin, DBS President

Vrhnika, 8.1.2020

PRIJAVNICA / APPLICATION FORM
Ime in priimek:
Name and surname;
Podjetje: Company:
Kontakt:

Tel:

E-mail

Brezalkoholni koktajl / Mocktails -Non-alcoholic Cocktails
Ime koktajla:
Name cocktail:
Količina/Quantity
CL

Sestavine / Ingredients

Podjetje / Firma Co.

VENKA VOJO d.o.o.

RADENSKA CLASSIC
Okrasitev upoštevajoč kot sestavino:
Garnish (consideras ingredient):
Dekoracija:
Decoration:
Priprava:
Gostov kozarec
Mixing glass
Preparation:
Build

Radenska

Ročni mešalnik
Shake

El. mešalnik
Blend

Bartender’s Choice Competition-Fancy drink
Ime koktajla:
Name cocktail:
Količina/Quantity
CL

Sestavine / Ingredients

Podjetje / Firma Co.

VENKA VOJO d.o.o.

Okrasitev upoštevajoč kot sestavino:
Garnish (consideras ingredient):
Dekoracija:
Decoration:
Priprava:
Gostov kozarec
Preparation:
Build
Pregledal / Reviewed: :

Mixing glass

Ročni mešalnik
Shake

El. mešalnik
Blend

Podpis tekmovalca / Competitor's signature:

ROK PRIJAVE / APPLICATION DEADLINE 25.1.2020 - poslati na / send to
ales.ogrin@siol.net

